Background: Affective-motivational and sensory-discriminative aspects of pain were investigated
evidence of less habituation to repetitive pain stimuli. 10 Therefore, in order to examine if sensory-discriminative or affective-motivational aspects of pain perception are altered in patients with AD dementia compared to controls, we investigated the stimulus-response function to suprathreshold painful heat stimuli. In order to evaluate patterns of habituation/sensitization, we investigated responses to repeated stimulation with nonpainful and painful warmth/heat stimuli. We also evaluated the affective-motivational aspects by assessing cold pressor pain tolerance.
METHODS Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents. Participants and study design. A case-control design was used including 33 patients and 32 healthy controls. Patients were recruited among outpatients from Memory Clinics at Rigshospitalet, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, and Roskilde Hospital, Denmark. All patients fulfilled ICD-10 and DSM-IV criteria for dementia and had a diagnosis of probable AD dementia according to National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and StrokeAlzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria. 11 Patients were able to give informed consent and had a caregiver who was willing to participate. Patients had mild to moderate AD dementia, judged by a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score between 16 and 26 points and a Clinical Dementia Rating of 0.5-2, and were able to cooperate.
The controls were recruited from subjects who had previously participated in studies at the Memory Clinic, where they had been cognitively tested and found not to have cognitive impairment. Eighteen controls and 14 patients with AD dementia had participated in a previous study on pain perception, but as this was a separate study, they were reexamined. For all participants, exclusion criteria were significant psychiatric comorbidity, prior or present alcohol abuse, significant medical comorbidity, previous TIA or stroke, disorders that would interfere with pain perception such as diabetes, peripheral neuropathy, a chronic pain disorder, or current pain condition, or use of daily analgesics. At baseline, participants were examined neurologically and were excluded if they had symptoms or signs of neurologic or inflammatory disease that could interfere with pain perception.
Baseline characteristics. The patient's cognitive status was evaluated using the Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination test, which includes the MMSE, but expands on cognitive domains such as memory, language, and visuospatial functions, and includes test of verbal fluency. Activities of daily living (ADL) function was evaluated using the Functional Activities Questionnaire and the Instrumental ADL Scale, 12 which evaluates 10 different instrumental ADL with a maximum score of 30 (dependent of help). Participants were screened for depression with the 15-item Geriatric Depression Scale. 13 In the controls, an MMSE was applied as part of the inclusion criteria.
Reaction time was measured using http://getyourwebsitehere. com/jswb/rttest01.html, showing a red-green traffic light. Participants were instructed to press the button when the light changed from red to green (random intervals) (details described elsewhere 7 ).
Experimental protocol. The testing session consisted of 2 parts.
The first part consisted of thermal sensitivity testing including determination of warmth detection threshold (WDT), heat pain threshold (HPT), and suprathreshold heat pain stimulation for assessment of stimulus-response function. The second part consisted of autonomic testing. Details and results are described elsewhere. All assessments were carried out by one examiner (C.J.-D.).
Threshold determination. The protocol has been described in detail previously. 7 Briefly, contact heat stimuli were given by a thermal stimulator (Medoc TSA-2001; Medoc, Ramat Yishai, Israel) with a Peltier element-based thermode (3.0 3 3.0 cm active surface area). Baseline temperature was 32°C, cutoff temperature 50°C, and rate of increase 0.5°C/s. Stimuli were applied to the volar side of the lower left arm with a random interval of 4-6 seconds. The participants were asked to press a switch when they first felt warmth (WDT), terminating the stimulation, returning the temperature to baseline. HPT was defined as the point at which the warmth sensation turned into pain. Five consecutive stimuli were applied for both WDT and HPT. Instructions were standardized.
Assessment of stimulus-response function. After HPT assessments, 4 suprathreshold heat stimuli were applied. The temperatures of the stimuli (5 seconds) were based on individual HPTs (mean of the last 3 of 5 assessments) and were as follows: (1) HPT; (2) HPT 1 20% 3 DHPT (DHPT 5 HPT 2 32°C [baseline temperature]); (3) HPT 1 40% 3 DHPT; and (4) HPT 1 50% 3 DHPT. Rate of increase/decrease was 2°C/s and cutoff was 50°C. The interval between the stimulations was 2 minutes and successively increasing temperatures were used (starting with HPT and ending with HPT 1 50% 3 DHPT). Participants were informed that 4 heat stimuli would be applied, but were not told if the temperature would be above or below pain threshold or if the stimulus would be warmer or less warm than the previous stimulus. After each stimulus the subject was asked to rate the pain on a horizontally held colored analog scale (CAS), which is the pain rating tool recommended in patients with mild to moderate dementia. 14, 15 The participants' ability to understand the scale had been tested at baseline and all were able to understand and explain the scale correctly.
Cold pressor test. A recirculating water cooler (model 11371P [13 L]; VWR International, Radnor, PA) was used and water temperature maintained at 4°C (60.25°C). The participant was asked to submerge the left hand in the water, covering the wrist, and to keep the hand in the water for 2 minutes. The subject was instructed to state when the cold stimulus became painful, indicating pain threshold. In case the participants withdrew the hand before the 2 minutes were completed, the time of withdrawal (seconds) was noted and represented pain tolerance. If the subject maintained the hand immersed for the entire 120 seconds, this represented their pain tolerance. Immediately after completion of the test, the participants were asked to rate the pain (CAS).
Statistical analysis. Data distribution was tested by the Shapiro-
Wilk test and by inspection of histograms. Values are given as mean (95% confidence interval) or median (25%-75% interquartile range) depending on the data distribution. Group differences were compared using Fisher exact test, t test, or the Mann-Whitney test, as appropriate. Differences between groups for WDT and HPT were compared by means for the last 3 stimuli as previously reported. 7 Since sensory thresholds depend on the reaction time, corrective adjustments were made by subtracting ramp rate (0.5°C/s) 3 reaction time (s) from WDT and HPT. The 5 repeated assessments of WDT and HPT were compared using a mixed-model analysis for repeated measures for normally distributed data, 16 since subsequent measurements were not independent of the previous measurements. Stimulus number was treated as a categorical variable. All models were fitted with an unstructured covariance matrix. Likewise, we used a similar model to investigate the stimulus-response function (CAS rating 5 percentage above threshold as a continuous variables). Scatterplots indicated that CAS rating and HPT were correlated and therefore HPT was controlled for in the model. For all models, reaction time was included as a covariate to evaluate influence of this parameter. A significance level of p , 0.05 was used. All data were analyzed using SAS 9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).
RESULTS Clinical characteristics. Baseline characteristics are shown in table 1. Patients used a higher number of medications than the controls (antidementia drugs and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors). Patients had increased reaction time compared to controls.
Thermal thresholds. There was no overall difference between groups in regard to WDT or HPT (table 2) Stimulus-response function. Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the heat stimulus (percentage above threshold) plotted against the CAS ratings for patients and controls. The analysis showed that the CAS rating was dependent on HPT (p 5 0.0004) and percentage above HPT (p , 0.0001). There was no effect of reaction time (p 5 0.39). There was a trend toward patients rating the pain more intense at threshold (patients vs controls: 32.6 vs 21.7, p 5 0.058). Patients demonstrated a less steep rate of increase (DCAS rating/% DHPT) compared to controls (0.36 vs 0.61, p 5 0.0072).
Cold pressor test. Figure 3 shows the percentage who tolerated the cold pressor test as a function of hand submersion time. Only 9 (27.3%) patients compared to 20 (62.5%) controls were able to tolerate the entire 120 seconds (p 5 0.006). Patients and controls had comparable cold pressor pain thresholds (p 5 0.58), but patients had a lower tolerance (table 2) . Patients rated the pain experienced during the test lower than controls (table 2) . There was no correlation between tolerance and CAS rating (Spearman rank correlation coefficient 0.071, p 5 0.66).
DISCUSSION In this study we demonstrated a normal pattern of habituation to painful heat stimuli in patients with AD dementia compared to controls. Table 1 Baseline By applying increasing intensities of suprathreshold heat stimuli, we found a trend toward an initial higher pain rating in patients compared to controls, but interestingly, patients demonstrated a less steep stimulus-response curve. At variance with the stimulus-response finding, we observed an attenuated cold pressor pain tolerance. Taken together, AD dementia seems to significantly impair affective-motivational aspects of pain depending on the modality and intensity of the stimulation.
Habituation is a reduction of the psychophysical response to a successively repeated stimulus. 17 Both peripheral and central mechanisms are involved in pain habituation, [18] [19] [20] and the normal pattern of habituation to heat pain in patients with AD dementia may actually reflect that spinal mechanisms are intact. Habituation to pain is thought to at least in part be mediated by the anterior cingulate cortex, [18] [19] [20] which is thought to involve the antinociceptive system 18, 21 At early stages, AD involves the anterior cingulate cortex, and one may have expected to find evidence of central dysmodulation. The comparable responses in patients and controls provide evidence that AD dementia is not associated with a propensity toward development of sensitization or lack of habituation. In accordance with previous studies, we found no difference between patients and controls on sensory or pain thresholds, [22] [23] [24] [25] which together with a normal pattern of habituation point toward preservation of the sensory-discriminative aspects of pain perception.
Repeated heat stimulation was also investigated in relation to the suprathreshold stimulus-response function. Patients showed a trend toward higher pain ratings at pain threshold, but followed a less steep stimulus-response function compared to controls. In our previous study, we found a trend toward smaller inclines in patients during similar testing conditions with only 2 suprathreshold stimulations. 7 A previous study found higher pain ratings of just noticeable pain, but similar ratings of weak and mild pain. 4 One study found similar ratings at pain threshold, but lower ratings at an above threshold intensity in patients with AD dementia compared to controls. 25 None of the studies evaluated stimulus-response functions, but their findings could be consistent with less steep stimulus-response curves. In the cognitively unimpaired, higher pain ratings and steeper stimulusresponse curves indicate increased pain sensitivity, 9 but this may not be the case in AD dementia. We found a similar pattern of habituation to repeated heat stimuli in patients and controls, indicating that the observed differences in stimulus-response function most likely are due to impairment of affective-motivational factors and not to differences in inherent sensory properties toward sensitization or habituation.
Dementia could influence pain ratings in a number of ways. Patients initially showed a trend towards higher pain ratings and when inspecting figure 1 the curve for the patients is above that of the controls, which could indicate increased fear/anxiety associated with the experimental situation. After the first suprathreshold stimuli, the patients seemed to adapt, and the subsequent pain ratings followed a less steep curve, a mechanism reported in chronic pain patients. 26 Second, a less steep incline of slope may reflect memory impairment and an impaired ability to recall the previous intensity or prior ratings, which may impair discriminative ability 27 and lead to a regression toward the mean effect. Finally, patients with early AD dementia exhibit a deficit in maintenance of vigilance over time under demanding tasks compared to elderly controls, 28 which may result in impaired discriminative ability. Pain tolerance in patients with AD dementia has been investigated in 2 previous studies. 7, 22 One study found an increased pain tolerance in patients with AD dementia using both ischemic and electric stimuli (n 5 12). 22 We recently reported lower tolerance using mechanical stimuli, but comparable tolerance to the cold pressor test in patients with AD dementia compared to controls (n 5 29). 7 In contrast, in the present study we found a lower tolerance of cold pressor pain in patients with AD dementia. One possible explanation for the different finding is that we used a more intense cold stimulus in the present study (4°C vs 10°C) and participants were instructed to endure 2 minutes, whereas in our previous study they were instructed to withdraw their hand when it became intolerable. Our results support a lower tolerance of experimental pain in patients with AD dementia, which is supported by increased responses to pressure-induced pain on fMRI 4 and on recordings of facial expressions 5 in patients with AD dementia.
A lower tolerance to cold pressor pain may seem at variance with a less steep stimulus-response function. One explanation could be related to differences in relation to stimulus modality or intensity. Alternatively, increased fear/anxiety due to the experimental situation could explain the attenuated tolerance and as mentioned the less steep stimulus-response function, but may also be the result of cognitive impairment. The cold pressor test is associated with severe pain, reaching its peak within the first 30-60 seconds. Impairment of executive function or coping abilities may impair the patient's ability to tolerate pain. It may also affect the patient's ability to cooperate with the test.
Among the strengths of our study are the inclusion of a well-characterized cohort of patients with AD dementia and implementation of standardized test methods, previously shown to have good reliability and reproducibility in this population. 7 In addition, we used individualized suprathreshold heat stimuli in order to facilitate the evaluation of the stimulus-response pattern, thereby avoiding off-set analgesia (physiologic response where a small decrease in noxious heat stimulation results in a disproportionate large reduction in pain perception), 29 reducing noise/signal ratio. Despite the fact that thermal stimulation was thoroughly examined during static and dynamic conditions, only one modality was included in the present testing paradigm. Extrapolation of our results to other stimulation modalities, e.g., electrical or mechanical stimuli, requires careful consideration and appropriate restraint. Furthermore, it may be discussed if the stimulus paradigm has the ability to discriminate between habituation and adaptation. While the response criterion remained fixed, the stimulus changed from barely noxious to clearly noxious, indicating that different nerve fiber systems likely are involved. Nevertheless, increasing stimulus intensities was required to reach the response criterion (HPT) both in AD dementia and controls. Another limitation is that the suprathreshold stimuli depended on pain threshold; a nonsignificant difference of 1°C between the 2 groups may slightly enhance the differences in slope values. However, HPT was adjusted for in our analysis. An additional limitation is that patients with concomitant diseases were excluded and results may therefore not be applicable to all patients with AD dementia, especially those with painful disorders. Further, some of the subjects had Figure 2 Stimulus-response curves for suprathreshold heat stimuli in patients and controls participated in a previous study. We controlled for this in the statistical analyses and no consistent effect on the results was demonstrated. Although the timelines for the studies were completely separated, a statistical association may exist between the studies due to recurrent inclusion of some subjects. Finally, only patients with mild to moderate AD dementia were examined, and our results cannot be translated to patients with more severe stages of AD dementia. The overall question is whether patients with AD dementia experience pain to a similar degree as cognitively intact peers. We found a lower tolerance to cold pain, but using repeated stimuli we did not observe any evidence of increased sensitivity or lack of habituation to pain. Our findings suggest that patients with AD dementia perceive pain from experimental stimuli at least as well as healthy controls, but cognitive impairment may make patients with AD dementia less able to tolerate pain due to anxiety or due to an impaired ability to cope with pain. Paradoxically, we found an attenuated stimulus-response function compared to controls, indicating that AD dementia also affects pain ratings over time, most likely due to memory impairment. This represents an obvious challenge to clinical decisions based upon pain intensity assessments in this patient group. Future research should address whether our findings are specific to the experimental pain stimulation or even the stimulation modality, and whether the results can be translated to the clinical situation.
